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Abstract. Although the combined effect of strain rate and temperature on the
behaviour of metals is widely recognized, no universally accepted viewpoints
are available about the physical phenomena. Experiments on a highly ductile
A2-70 steel, performed at moderate dynamic rates (10 s-1) and different initial
temperatures (20 to 150 °C), are firstly aimed here at assessing whether the
thermal softening previously verified at static rates on the same steel is also
suitable for describing now the mixed effect of dynamic rates and consequent
variable temperatures, or further contributions to the thermal softening are
necessary for describing such mixed effects. A general multiplicative model
of the dynamic hardening is proposed, based on a static flow curve at room
temperature to be increased by the dynamic amplification and to be decreased
by the thermal softening, the latter incorporating the known “static
component” depending on both strain and constant temperatures, together with
a new “dynamic component” incorporating the dependence on the temperature
variation and promoted by fast straining. The dynamic amplification of the
stress is then obtained from another series of dynamic tests ran at initial room
temperature and four nominal strain rates between 1 and 1800 s-1. The trend
obtained is compatible with the seizing of the strain rate effect beyond necking
onset, already found for other metals in previous works. All the experiments
are based on the acquisition of the current load (by load cells for the testing
machine and by strain gauges for the Hopkinson bar) and of the current cross
section through optical diameter measurements by a fast camera; then, the
effective current values of true stress-true strain-true strain rate are measured
on a semi-local basis over the neck section at different instants during the test.

1 Introduction
The characterization and modelling of the behaviour of metals at high temperatures and high
strain rates have been extensively studied in the literature, but there are still open questions
regarding the combined effects of strain, strain rate and temperature. In order to correctly
identify the above combined effects, the equivalent stress-strain curves of the material at
different strain rates and temperatures must be evaluated. Regarding this aspect, Peroni et al.
[1] developed a neck-profile-based inverse method while Sasso et al. [2] proposed a novel
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procedure for the FEM-based calibration of material curves. The equivalent curve can also be
obtained from the true curve without numerical iterations, e.g., by the Bridgman [3] method or
by the more recent and simpler MLR method proposed by Mirone [4]. The experimental true
curve necessary for implementing such two methods can be obtained, for cylindrical
specimens, by means of optical measurements of the diameter during the test or, for rectangular
specimens, through a dedicated material-independent method able to deliver the true variables
from the engineering ones as in Mirone et al. [5].
In dynamic tests, the material temperature spontaneously increases due to the conversion
of plastic work into internal heat under almost adiabatic exchange conditions. Subsequently,
in order to evaluate the stress amplification due to the strain rate, the thermal softening acting
under dynamic conditions must be identified within the experimental data and isolated from
the dynamic stress amplification. The material temperature evaluation in dynamic tests
involves the Taylor-Quinney coefficient. In Kapoor & Nemat-Nasser [6] and Walley et al. [7],
it is demonstrated that the plastic work is almost completely converted into heat, while Jovic
et al. [8] and Rittel et al. [9] calculated that lower fractions of plastic work can be converted
into heat for the same material depending on the stress state conditions.
Another relevant aspect of the dynamic hardening is the interaction between temperature,
strain rate and plastic instability. The authors previously found in [10][11][12][13] that the
strain rate rapidly increases at necking onset due to the progressing strain localization, while
the strain rate sensitivity quits evolving and remains constant up to failure. Zhang et al. [14]
and Zhang et al. [15] analysed the tensile response and strain localization of a near α Ti3Al2.5V
at quasi-static, medium and high strain rates at room and high temperatures confirming local
strain rates much higher than the nominal engineering ones after strain localization.
This work uses experimental data from A2-70 stainless steel specimens subjected to tension
at different temperatures and strain rates, by motor-driven machine, hydraulic machine, and
Split Hopkinson Tension Bar (SHTB). All tests are supported by camera acquisitions for
measuring the effective evolving neck sections; the experimental true stress-true strain curves
are then processed for deriving the flow curves then extracting and separating the functions of
thermal softening and dynamic amplification.

2 Experimental campaign and hardening model
This work is based on an extensive experimental campaign on A2-70 stainless steel. Tensile
tests on cylindrical specimens with nominal 3 mm diameter and 9 mm gauge length included
static tests at different constant temperatures by motor-driven machine, dynamic tests at
intermediate strain rates and different initial temperatures by hydraulic machine, and dynamic
tests at high strain rates and initial room temperature by SHTB. In all tests, the evolving
minimum diameter of the specimens was measured by image analysis of frames acquired by a
standard high-resolution camera in the quasi-static tests and by a Phantom V711 speed camera
in the intermediate and high-strain rate tests. Then, associating the diameter 𝑑 to the current
load value 𝐹 , it is possible to obtain the actual true stress 𝜎𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 , true strain 𝜀𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 and true strain
rate 𝜀̇𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 as shown in eqs. (1), (2) and (3).
𝐹
𝜋/4 ∙ 𝑑2
𝑑0
𝜀𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 = 2 ∙ 𝐿𝑛 ( )
𝑑
𝜕𝜀
𝜀̇𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 =
𝜕𝑡
𝜎𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 =

(1)
(2)
(3)

The experimental true stress-true strain curves (eqs. (1) and (2)) and the experimental strain
rate histories (eqs. (2) and (3)) under the above different combinations of strain rates 𝜀̇ and
temperatures 𝑇, were used for identifying the hardening function of the material affected at the
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same time by dynamic and softening effects, according to a general material model based on
the multiplicative function shown in eq. (4).
𝜎𝐸𝑞 (𝜀, 𝜀̇, 𝑇) = 𝜎𝐸𝑞𝑆𝑡 (𝜀) ∙ 𝑅(𝜀, 𝜀̇) ∙ [𝑆𝑆𝑇 (𝜀, 𝑇) + 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 (𝜀, 𝜀̇, 𝑇)]

(4)

In this equation, 𝜎𝐸𝑞 is the flow stress incorporating dynamics and thermal effects, 𝜎𝐸𝑞𝑆𝑡 is
the reference flow stress (at static rate and room temperature), 𝑅 is the strain rate amplification
and 𝑆𝑆𝑇 + 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 is the thermal softening, with the first term derived from static tests at constant
temperature and the second term complementing the first one in case of dynamic tests with
variable temperature. The coupling between strain rate and temperature effects is indirectly
included in the dynamic thermal softening function because the temperature variability is
generated and governed by the dynamics; then, the dynamic amplification only expresses the
pure-rate effect.
The reference flow curve obviously depends on the strain alone and the static thermal
softening was already demonstrated to include a remarkable dependence on the strain in
previous works [16]: 𝜎𝐸𝑞𝑆𝑡 and 𝑆𝑆𝑇 are just recalled here for completing the identification of
the other material constitutive functions, 𝑅 and 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 .
The new tests carried out at dynamic rates and different initial temperatures, shown that 𝑆𝑆𝑇
alone is not sufficient for describing the dynamic experiments and the new term 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 is
necessary for modelling the difference between thermal softening at static and dynamic rates;
this led to more realistic estimations of the dynamic amplifications 𝑅.
2.1 Static tests at different constant temperatures
The experimental true curves obtained from the static test at 20, 40, 80, 140, 200 and 300 °C
are shown in Fig. 1a as scatter plots. The corresponding necking strains 𝜀𝑛 are reported in Table
1.

Fig. 1. Static tests: (a) True stress-strain experimental data at 20, 80, 140, 200 and 300 °C (scatter plots)
and corresponding Mises curves (lines); (b) Static thermal softening functions 𝑆𝑆𝑇 .

It is very evident that, despite every test is conducted at a constant temperature, the obtained
true curves are characterized by very different necking strains and overall curve shapes. As
shown in [16], such evidence demonstrates that the temperature effect is coupled with the strain
within the function 𝑆𝑆𝑇 , applying to isothermal static tests. Considering the equivalent curves
obtained from these true curves via the MLR necking correction [4] (shown as solid lines in
the same Fig. 1a), 𝑆𝑆𝑇 is derived according to eq. (5).
𝑆𝑆𝑇 (𝜀, 𝑇) = 𝜎𝐸𝑞 (𝜀, 𝑇)/𝜎𝐸𝑞𝑆𝑡 (𝜀)
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The static thermal softening functions obtained from eq. (5) at fixed temperatures of 80,
140, 200 and 300 °C are shown in Fig. 1b, confirming that 𝑆𝑆𝑇 at fixed temperatures is very
variable with the strain. The two-variables function 𝑆𝑆𝑇 (𝜀, 𝑇) expressing such coupled effect is
taken from [16] where it was derived as a 3D best-fit of experimental data points from eq. (5).
Table 1. Necking strain 𝜀𝑛 from static tensile tests at 20,
80, 140, 200 and 300 °C.

𝜀𝑛

S-T20

S-T80

S-T140

S-T200

S-T300

0.44

0.35

0.19

0.18

0.18

2.2 Dynamic tests at initial room temperature
Dynamic tests at initial room temperature have been conducted by means of an SHTB setup at
high strain rates (reference true strain rates 800 and 1800 s-1) and by a hydraulic machine at
intermediate strain rates (reference true strain rates 1 and 10 s-1). The reference strain rate is
the plateau value of the true strain rate history. In particular, the plateau extends from the end
of the rise time to just before the necking onset.
The true curves obtained from these experiments are shown in Fig. 2a, compared to the
static true curve at room temperature. A remarkable strain rate effect is evident throughout all
the range between 1 and 1800 s-1 as higher strain rates deliver higher true curves, although, at
large strains, the thermal softening promoted by the self-heating typical of fast plastic
dissipation prevails on the dynamic amplification and makes the dynamic true curves lower
than the static one.
The strain rate histories are shown in Fig. 2b, with Fig. 2c just magnifying the vertical axis
for making visible the lower rate histories. All tests exhibit the typical surge of the strain rate
beginning at the necking onset, already analysed by the authors in previous works
[10][11][12][13] and by Zhang et al. [14] and Zhang et al. [15], leading to very large strain
rates at failure, nearly ten times greater than the strain rate values at the plateau.

Fig. 2. Dynamic experiments at initial room temperature: (a) true stress-strain curves compared to the
static curve at room temperature; (b) Strain rate vs strain curves and (c) magnification.
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2.3 Dynamic tests at different initial temperatures
In order to check whether or not the thermal softening at static rates, 𝑆𝑆𝑇 , was also suitable for
describing the thermal softening at dynamic rates, additional tests were performed at the
nominal strain rate of 10 s-1 imposing different initial temperatures (20, 60, 100, 150 °C). The
obtained true curves are very different from each other, as shown in Fig. 3a, while the strain
rate histories in Fig. 3b are almost identical to each other, implying that also the dynamic
amplification 𝑅(𝜀̇) is almost the same for all tests. Therefore, the clear differences between the
true curves can only be caused by the thermal softening which, then, can be assessed in detail.

Fig. 3. Tests at the same strain rate (10 s-1) and different initial temperatures: (a) true stress-strain
curves; (b) Strain rate-strain curves.

First, we try to check whether or not the static softening 𝑆𝑆𝑇 alone is also representative of
the thermal softening under dynamic conditions. If 𝑆𝑆𝑇 is sufficient for modelling the thermal
softening also at high strain rates, then 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 of eq. (4) is null and there is no coupling between
strain rate and temperature; in such case, if we remove the effect of different initial
temperatures from the experimental true curves of Fig. 3a, by way of the known function 𝑆𝑆𝑇 ,
we should obtain the same “cooled-down” flow curves from all tests of this series: in fact, if
𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 does not exist, eq. (4) should yield to eq. (6), where 𝜀̇10 is the strain rate history of Fig.
3b, 𝑇20 , 𝑇60 , 𝑇100 and 𝑇150 are the temperature histories of the dynamic tests at hand including
the temperature increases due to the adiabatic self heating from fast plastic dissipation, and
𝜎𝐸𝑞 (𝜀, 𝜀̇10 , 𝑇𝑖 ) is the Mises curve of the test at nominal rate 10 s-1 and initial temperature 𝑇𝑖 ,
obtained by the MLR necking correction of the respective true curves of Fig. 3a.
𝜎𝐸𝑞 (𝜀, 𝜀̇10 , 𝑇20 ) 𝜎𝐸𝑞 (𝜀, 𝜀̇10 , 𝑇60 ) 𝜎𝐸𝑞 (𝜀, 𝜀̇10 , 𝑇100 ) 𝜎𝐸𝑞 (𝜀, 𝜀̇10 , 𝑇150 )
(6)
=
=
=
= 𝜎𝐸𝑞𝑆𝑡 (𝜀) ∙ 𝑅(𝜀, 𝜀̇1̇ 0 )
𝑆𝑆𝑇 (𝜀, 𝑇20 )
𝑆𝑆𝑇 (𝜀, 𝑇60 )
𝑆𝑆𝑇 (𝜀, 𝑇100 )
𝑆𝑆𝑇 (𝜀, 𝑇150 )

The knowledge of 𝜎𝐸𝑞 (𝜀, 𝜀̇10 , 𝑇𝑖 ) also allows to calculate the evolving temperature of the
above tests by assuming a Taylor-Quinney coefficient TQ=1, according to the incontrovertible
evidence presented in [6].
The temperature histories calculated for the four tests at hand are reported in Fig. 4a, while
the corresponding flow curves, virtually “cooled down” at room temperature by eq. (6), by way
of 𝑆𝑆𝑇 alone, are shown in Fig. 4b. It is evident that the flow curves cooled down with only 𝑆𝑆𝑇
remarkably depart to each other at moderate strains. This means that 𝑆𝑆𝑇 alone is not sufficient
for the describing the thermal softening at dynamic rates and variable temperatures, because a
𝜕𝑆 𝜕𝑇
coupling between temperature and dynamic effects exists through the term ∙ discussed in
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝜀

[16], where the “temperature slope”
is proportional to the strain rate. In fact, static rates
𝜕𝜀
obviously correspond to zero slope while higher rates induce steeper slopes for two reasons:
the first is the progressive migration from isothermal to adiabatic conversion of plastic work;
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the second is that higher rates induce higher flow curves and, then, more plastic work
dissipation and higher temperature slopes.
The curves from tests at initial temperatures of 100 and 150 °C are rather close to each
other, indicating that 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 is going to vanish at initial temperatures in that range: we assume
here that 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 is completely vanished at 150 °C.

Fig. 4. Dynamic tests at the same strain rate (10 s-1) and different initial temperatures: (a) Temperature
histories and (b) cooled equivalent curves considering only the static thermal softening 𝑆𝑆𝑇 .

Then, 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 can be evaluated without discerning its single terms but globally deriving it as
the function capable of making the flow curves from the dynamic tests at initial 𝑇20 , 𝑇60 , 𝑇100 ,
cooled down by both thermal contribution (𝑆𝑆𝑇 + 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 ), equal to each other and equal to the
flow curve of tests 𝑇150 cooled down by 𝑆𝑆𝑇 alone. According to eq. (4), this means that 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 ,
for the test at 10 s-1 undergoing the temperature history 𝑇𝑖 , can be derived from experimental
data according to eq. (7).
𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 (𝜀, 𝜀̇10 , 𝑇𝑖 ) =

𝜎𝐸𝑞 (𝜀, 𝜀̇10 , 𝑇𝑖 )
∙ 𝑆 (𝜀, 𝑇150 ) − 𝑆𝑆𝑇 (𝜀, 𝑇𝑖 )
𝜎𝐸𝑞𝑆𝑡 (𝜀, 𝜀̇10 , 𝑇150 ) 𝑆𝑇

(7)

The functions 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 so obtained from the experiments are shown in Fig. 5a, where the curve
for the 𝑇100 temperature history is close to zero. The final cooled down curves considering the
complete 𝑆𝑇𝑂𝑇 = 𝑆𝑆𝑇 + 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 are shown in Fig. 5b. In this case, all the cooled down curves,
expressing the static reference curves only amplified by the dynamic amplification 𝑅(𝜀̇ 10 ), are
identical to each other confirming the correctness of the procedure for determining 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 .

Fig. 5. Dynamic tests at the same strain rate (10 s-1) and different initial temperatures: (a) Dynamic
softening; (b) Equivalent curves cooled down considering the total softening 𝑆𝑇𝑂𝑇 .

The thermal softening functions derived so far are assumed to apply with whatever
combination of strain rate and temperature of the experimental campaign. Other tests at fixed
rate and different initial temperatures, e.g., 800 s-1 and 60, 100, 150 °C, should be ran for
verifying such assumption, although the derivation of 𝑅 in the next section may be of help for
a preliminary assessment of its validity.
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2.4 Strain rate amplification function R
The knowledge of the total thermal softening 𝑆𝑆𝑇 + 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 allows to derive the dynamic
amplification 𝑅 from the output of the dynamic tests. In fact, rearranging eq. (4), it is possible
to obtain the function describing the strain rate effect from each test, as shown in eq. (6).
𝑅(𝜀̇ 𝑖 ) =

𝜎𝐸𝑞 (𝜀, 𝜀̇ 𝑖 , 𝑇𝑖 )

(6)

𝜎𝐸𝑞𝑆𝑡 ∙ [𝑆𝑆𝑇 (𝜀, 𝑇𝑖 ) + 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 (𝜀̇ 𝑖 , 𝑇𝑖 )]

The strain rate amplification obtained as above from all dynamic tests is plotted against the
plastic strain in Fig. 6a, while a magnification of the plot axes in Fig. 6b evidences that no
surge in the dynamic amplification occurs at the necking onset (black dots at strains between
0.21 and 0.27), despite a remarkable surge in the strain rate is known to occur at the same strain
levels as already seen in Fig. 2b,c.

Fig. 6. Dynamic amplification function R vs strain for all the dynamic tests at room temperature (a) and
magnification (b).

The strain rate sensitivity of the A2-70 steel is evident throughout the range from 1 s-1 to
1800 s-1 since the values of 𝑅 are greater/smaller according to the higher/lower values of the
current strain rate. At the same time, the constancy of 𝑅 beyond the necking onset, evidenced
above for all tests despite the corresponding strain rate surge, proves that the dynamic
amplification quits to evolve at such strain level and remains locked at the current value, as
already found by the authors in [10][11][12][13].
Such locking of the strain rate effect is better highlighted in Fig. 7 for the dynamic tests at
1 s-1 and 1800 s-1, representative of all dynamic tests ran in this work. In fact, before necking
onset (vertical dashed lines at strains 0.27 and 0.21) the constancy of 𝑅 for each test is ensured
and justified by the constancy of 𝜀̇ all over the plateau; but, after necking onset, the quick surge
of 𝜀̇ (secondary axis on the right side of each plot in Fig. 7) while 𝑅 remains constant (primary
axis on the left side of each plot) clearly demonstrates the above locking phenomenon.

Fig. 7. True strain rate histories and dynamic amplification histories (double vertical axis) from dynamic
tests at 1 s-1 (a) and 1800 s-1 (b).
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It is important to highlight that the locking mechanism evidenced here does not mean that
the material response is independent of the strain rate: it only means that the sensitivity of the
material to the strain rate, remarkable and clearly visible in the Figures above, quits evolving
and remains locked at the current value as the necking onset takes place.
If the strain rate at necking onset is low (tests at 1 s-1), 𝑅 ≈ 1.06. If, instead, the strain rate
at necking onset is high (tests at 1800 s-1), 𝑅 ≈ 1.22. Then, the sensitivity of the A2-70 steel
to the strain rate is remarkably high, as its dynamic amplification of the flow stress varies from
6% to 22% in the investigated dynamic range. These observations further support the previous
findings of the authors in [12] for a different steel with very early necking onset and are also
confirmed by Zhang et al. [14] for a titanium alloy.
Then, the function 𝑅(𝜀̇) can be identified from experiments by only considering the prenecking phase, i.e., before such function is affected by the locking phenomena. Therefore, each
test delivers only a point (𝜀̇𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 ) of the curve 𝑅(𝜀̇). Each point is identified by the constant
strain rate during the plateau and by the corresponding value of 𝑅 from eq. (6), constant as
well.

Fig. 8. Dynamic amplification versus strain rate at different magnification levels

Fig. 8 shows the function 𝑅(𝜀̇ ) as a blue piecewise solid curve which interpolates the four
black-dotted single points obtained from the dynamic tests as mentioned above, together with
the four complete histories of the dynamic amplification acquired all over each test until failure,
including the post-necking stages where 𝑅 is locked. The dash-dotted sketch curves prolonging
the function 𝑅(𝜀̇ ) beyond 1800 s-1 suggest three qualitative possible evolutions of the dynamic
amplification: for identifying by experiments the real trend of 𝑅(𝜀̇ ) at rates of 4’000, 6’000,
10’000 or 20’000 s-1, such rates should be reached before the necking onset and before the
locking takes place (i.e. at the plateau of the incident wave), which is quite impossible in
standard-sized Hopkinson bar tests.
According to the above considerations, the effective function 𝑅(𝜀̇ ) unaffected by the postnecking blockage is only known up to 1800 s-1, despite the complete 𝑅 histories including the
locked post-necking range extend up to 16’000 s-1, 9’000 s-1, 120 s-1 and 12 s-1 respectively for
the D1800, D800, D10 and D01 tests.
In Fig. 8b. the plot axes are magnified to slightly expand the histories of the D01 and D10
tests and to highlight that, for example, the purely-experimental dynamic amplification at 1800
s-1 assumes two completely different values depending on whether or not the necking and the
consequent locking of the strain rate effect have already took place: in D800 tests the strain
rate of 1800 s-1 is achieved after necking onset therefore the dynamic amplification is already
“frozen” at a value around 1.18, instead in D1800 tests the strain rate of 1800 s-1 is achieved
before necking onset therefore the function 𝑅 had the possibility of evolving slightly more, up
to a value around 1.23, before being subjected to the locking and remaining constant until the
specimen failure.
Similar considerations apply to whatever strain rate of a dynamic test: if the given value of
𝜀̇ refers to a pre-necking stage, then the dynamic amplification is delivered by the current value
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of the function 𝑅 = 𝑅(𝜀̇); if, instead, the given value of 𝜀̇ refers to a post-necking stage, then
the current « locked » value of the dynamic amplification is delivered by a previous stage of
the load history where the necking onset took place and may virtually span back to negligible
rates, so that 1 ≤ 𝑅𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 ≤ 𝑅(𝜀̇).

3 Conclusions
Tensile experiments at different strain rates and temperatures evidenced two important
phenomena intrinsic in the elastoplastic response of a highly ductile late-necking A2-70 steel,
namely the existence of a dynamic component of the thermal softening activated at high strain
rates and the occurrence of the locking of the strain rate effect at necking onset. The latter
phenomenon was already proved in previous works of the authors for a completely different,
early necking steel. Both phenomena are derived here from experimental data and allowed to
outline a new modelling approach suitable to properly take into account the combined and
coupled effects of strain, strain rate and temperature on the elastoplastic response of the
material. All the experiments were based on the acquisition of the current load and of the
specimen minimum cross section through optical diameter measurements by a fast camera.
Then, the effective current values of true stress-true strain-true strain rate were measured at
different instants during the test. The reference flow curve at static rate and room temperature
for the A2-70 steel was taken from previous works of the authors, together with the thermal
softening at static rates, 𝑆𝑆𝑇 , incorporating a coupled dependence of the material response on
temperature and strain.
The experiments performed here at fixed moderately high strain rate and different
temperatures allowed to evidence and identify another contribution to the thermal softening,
activated at dynamic strain rates and identified here as 𝑆𝐷𝑌𝑁 , filling the gap of the 𝑆𝑆𝑇 function
which, alone, was not sufficient to describe the thermal softening occurring in such dynamic
experiments.
Then, the dynamic amplification 𝑅, expressing the sensitivity of the steel to high strain
rates, was derived from dynamic tests at moderate (1-10 s-1) and high strain rates (800 and 1800
s-1) at initial room temperature, accounting for the temperature increment due to plastic
dissipation at fast rates. The simple ratio between dynamic and static flow stresses depurated
of the above thermal effects delivered the histories of 𝑅 all over each test. The
function 𝑅(𝜀̇) resulting from the different dynamic tests shown a remarkable sensitivity of the
A2-70 steel to the strain rates, as the dynamic amplifications varied from around 6% to 22%
for strain rates ranging from 1 s-1 to 1800 s-1, provided that such rates were achieved before
necking onset. At the same time, during each test, 𝑅 was found to remain constant after necking
onset despite, all over such test phase, the strain rate underwent the typical steep surge due to
the strain localization. Such evidence confirmed the locking of the strain rate effect at the
necking onset previously evidenced by the authors for another steel; it also highlighted that the
relevant data for characterizing 𝑅(𝜀̇) by experiments can only be drawn before necking,
limiting the amount of available data from each test to the plateau phase, where both 𝜀̇ and 𝑅
are constant. Therefore, due to the locking phenomena, a single dynamic test cannot deliver a
segment of the curve 𝑅(𝜀̇) despite the variability of the strain rate in the post-necking phase,
while it can just deliver a single point (𝜀̇, 𝑅) of the dynamic amplification curve.
The rather general multiplicative material model proposed for enclosing such features is
based the product of three functions expressing the reference flow stress, the dynamic
amplification and the thermal softening. The latter function incorporates two additive
contributions, respectively referring to static and dynamic rates. The locking phenomena,
capping the dynamic amplification at necking onset depending on each given prescribed strain
rate history, needs to be implemented as a further feature of the material model and will be the
subject of successive developments of the present work.
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